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“[In 2006, Idaho] agriculture was

responsible for generating $21 billion in

total sales, 156,599 jobs, $4.2 billion in

wages, and $8.4 billion in gross state product

(GSP) ... Based on this analysis, agriculture

is the single biggest contributor to the

economic base of Idaho.”
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WHY THIS PUBLICATION?

The diversity of Idaho agriculture is remarkable. Its agricultural portfolio is far more diverse than the Midwest Corn Belt states, for
example. Also, the recent shift in Idaho’s agricultural economy from crops to livestock has been swift and dramatic.
From a gross contribution perspective, agriculture is a mid-size sector in the Idaho economy, providing $12 billion in goods and services.
However, from a base contribution perspective, agriculture is the single largest sector in the Idaho economy at some $21 billion in 2006.
This paper explains why both figures are true, and it presents ways to consider Idaho agriculture’s impact on the state’s economy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Agriculture in Idaho has grown from family farmsteads into an
agribusiness industry, providing food, jobs, and income in Idaho and food
for the nation and the world. Agriculture is defined as the production and
processing of crops and livestock.

Gross contribution analysis: When looking only at the economic
activity directly generated by Idaho agriculture in 2006, agriculture is a
mid-sized sector. It:

• Generated $12 billion in total sales—11% of Idaho’s total;

• Employed 56,000 Idahoans—6% of Idaho’s total workforce; and 

• Paid more than $1.2 billion in wages—4% of Idaho’s total. 

Additionally,

• Agriculture was directly responsible for generating approximately
$2.9 billion in value added, or about 6% of the gross state product
(GSP).

The numbers above are an example of a “gross contribution analysis.”

Base contribution analysis: The economic activity of agriculture
also supports many other local industries and brings a great deal of new
revenue into Idaho through agricultural sales out of the state—
agricultural exports.

In this way, the economic activity of sectors like fertilizer sales,
farm equipment sales, and food processing input providers all depend on
revenue generated by the agricultural sector.  

When total sales of all sectors in the Idaho economy are attributed to the
sector that is originally responsible for generating the revenue, a much
greater picture of impact on Idaho’s economy emerges. This is called an
“economic base analysis.”

From an economic base perspective, Idaho agriculture in 2006 was
responsible for generating:

• $21 billion in total sales—20% of Idaho’s total;

• 156,599 jobs—17% of Idaho’s total workforce;

• $4.2 billion in wages—15% of Idaho’s total; and 

• $8.4 billion—17% of Idaho’s gross state product (GSP).  

Based on this analysis, agriculture is the single biggest contributor to
the economic base of Idaho.
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INTRODUCTION

AGRICULTURE & IDAHO’S ECONOMY

Agriculture in Idaho is a set of
mutually supportive economic
sectors needed to produce, process,
and market food and fiber for
consumption at home and abroad.
The production and marketing
channels of the agribusiness industry
extend from farm suppliers to farmers
and ranchers, from food processors
through food retailers, ending with
consumers in Idaho, the nation, and
international markets. 

Idaho industries are grouped into
ten standard industrial sectors.
These sectors include: (1) agriculture,
(2) forestry and mining, (3)
construction and utilities, (4) high
tech manufacturing, (5) other
manufacturing, (6) retail and
wholesale trade, (7) services, (8)
government services, (9) households,
and (10) capital investment. 

While most industry definitions are
self-explanatory, the definitions for
agriculture, high tech manufacturing,
and other manufacturing require
elaboration. 

Agriculture: Agriculture is the
production and processing of crops
and livestock. The demand for

agricultural output extends throughout
each sector of the economy and into
their households. Within agriculture,
producers sell to processors, and
processors sell to distributors. Outside
of agriculture, distributors sell to
retailers and restaurants. Retail
grocery stores are considered part of
the retail and wholesale trade sector
while restaurants are part of the
service sector. 

Not part of the agriculture sector
are purchases of food, whether at
home or away from home. Such
purchases are made by consumers
who are considered to be part of the
household sector. Also not included
in agriculture are grocery stores.
They are in the retail sector because,
for example, they would sell imported
potatoes even if Idaho did not grow
potatoes. 

The potato, cheese, or sugar
processing industries are in the
agricultural sector because of their
close association with adjacent
potato, dairy, and sugarbeet farmers. 

High tech manufacturing is the
manufacturing of electronic products
(i.e. DRAM, communication
equipment, etc.). 

“Other manufacturing” is a large
catchall category that includes every
business that makes goods other than

processed agricultural and forest
goods or high tech products.

GROSS & BASE CONTRIBUTIONS:
2 WAYS TO MEASURE
AGRICULTURE’S IMPACT

The importance of the agricultural
sector to the economy can be
measured in two complementary ways. 

The first is a gross measure,
which simply counts all the measures
of economic activity (output,
employment, wages, and value-added)
that are generated from all sales within
an industry. 

The second is a base measure,
which gives credit to the industry that
brings new dollars into the region
through exports for the economic
activity that it supports in the regional
economy.

For example, in a gross analysis,
if a tire merchant sells a tire to a local
agricultural producer, the value of this
transaction (and the associated
employment, wages, and value added)
would be counted in the “tire store”
or retail sector.  However, because
this sale is only possible because of
the new dollars that are brought into
the region by the agricultural
producer (exports), the base analysis
gives credit for this transaction to the
agricultural sector. 
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TWO QUESTIONS: ONE FOR GROSS,
ONE FOR BAS E OUTPUT

Total gross and base measures of
economic activity differ by how you
view the contribution of each sector.
If the question is: “What is the direct
economic activity of Idaho agriculture
for both exports and domestic use?”
then the answer is the gross analysis. 

In gross analysis the sales,
employment, wages, and value added

that occur in any sector are simply
added up. If there are 1,000

people directly employed in
the service sector, then the

gross employment of the
sector is simply 1,000.

This is the type of
analysis that is
typically reported in
economic statistics
reports. But,
suppose the
question is, “What
is the total output
of the Idaho
economy across
all sectors that is
generated by
agricultural
output?” Now you

must take a much
broader view. 
The resulting base

analysis measures
economic activity

across all sectors that
agriculture touches as it

creates agricultural products
for export, thus bringing new

revenue into the state. 
So, in a base analysis, if several

farmers get together for a cup of
coffee at 6 a.m. at the local café, then
that money spent and the job created
is credited to the agricultural sector
rather than the service sector because
it is agriculture that is responsible for
generating the revenue that made the
sale of that coffee possible. 

Same if the farmer buys new tires
for his equipment and so on. 

The same logic applies for coffee
purchased by workers in the
manufacturing sector before their
shift. In a base analysis, the
manufacturing sector would get credit
for revenue from that sale of coffee
rather than  the service sector.

The base output of agriculture or

any other sector is the sum of its
exports plus associated indirect
stimulation of sales from other
sectors within Idaho. Economists
have developed formulas for such
calculations (see Appendix I).

IMPORTANCE OF EXPORTS:
ECONOMY’S DRIVING FORCE

Economic base theory maintains that
the exports of one sector bring about
additional economic activity in other
sectors. The export revenue from one
sector is responsible for stimulating a
certain portion of the output and jobs
in other sectors as well. The analysis
of these relationships is accomplished
through an economic base Social
Accounting Matrix (SAM) model

(see Definitions or IMPLAN sections).
Money from exports ripples through-
out the economy as each business
seeks to fulfill demands of its export
customers. Exports provide the driv-
ing force for an economy. Exports are
the new money from outside Idaho’s
economy, fueling purchases from
other businesses within Idaho or stim-
ulating imports. 

Exports are sales of goods and
services to customers outside
Idaho—to other states as well as
international markets. Milk, cattle,
sugarbeets, and potatoes are forward
linked to agricultural processors
within Idaho, not exported as raw
agricultural products. 

An increase in agricultural exports
increases the contribution of farms

and the indirect contribution of the
other sectors as they purchase more
fuel, fertilizer, machinery, and labor to
meet the increased demand for
agricultural exports. Similarly, the
other sectors support agriculture by
providing goods and services needed
to produce agricultural exports. 

These reverberations wane as a
portion of each round of spending
leaks out to savings, taxes, and
imports. The greater the “leakage”
the faster the effects die out and the
smaller the multiplier. 

An economy without exports is
less able to generate new money and
will slowly leak out existing money
due to purchases from outside the
region. 

Idaho-produced inputs to
agriculture from the state’s other nine
sectors are important to the health of
the economy by keeping as many of
the dollars recycling through Idaho as
possible and slowing leakage out of
the local economy. 

If an economy is like a garden …

The analogy can be made that if an
economy is like a garden, then base
industries provide the rain, bringing
in new resources, while the soil is like
the indirect sectors holding on to
existing water as long as possible.
Just as sandy soils cannot hold the
water well, an economy without
strong indirect sectors cannot hold
on to the dollars brought into the local
economy by the exporting sector. 

To fully analyze the health and
sustainability of a given state or
regional economy, both primarily
exporting and primarily indirect
sectors must be strong.

Economic base theory also
provides insight into how much each
sector is responsible for bringing
value added, wages, and jobs into the
state’s economy. This information can
be used to make informed decisions
as to how policy actions will affect the
economy and what new primarily
export or indirect sectors might be
developed through policy decisions to
increase jobs and income.

Idaho agriculture exports

73% of its output

The agricultural sector in Idaho
exports 73% of its output (total sales).
The high tech sector is another

“Exports are the
new money from
outside Idaho’s
economy, fueling
purchases from
other businesses
... Idaho agricul-
ture exports 73%
of its output”
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example of a primarily exporting
sector, selling 55% of its production
out of state. On the other hand, the
service sector is a good example of an
indirect sector, with 85% of its output
going to support other sectors in
Idaho. Retail and wholesale trade,
construction and utilities, and other
manufacturing are also primarily
indirect sectors that support the
primarily exporting sectors. 

In summary, base contributions
are propelled by exports and the
output of other sectors indirectly
generated in support of agriculture’s
export production. The base output of
agriculture, or any other sector, is the
sum of its exports and the associated
indirect stimulation of the output of
other sectors in the process. The
gross output contribution of
agriculture, or of any other sector, is
the sum of exports and the domestic
output needed by other sectors in
their export production. 

GROSS & BASE CONTRIBUTIONS
OF IDAHO’S AGRICULTURE

The absolute and relative contribution
of agriculture to Idaho’s economy in
2006 was measured in terms of 1)
output, 2) employment, 3) wages paid,
and 4) total value added (also known
as gross state product or GSP). This
section considers those four
categories.

The interpretation of these
measures for the gross contributions
is the activity of the agricultural
sector necessary to meet both export
and domestic demand. The base
contribution of agriculture
interpretation of these measures is the
activity of agriculture as well as other
sectors necessary to meet
agriculture’s export demand. The base
contribution approach assumes that
agriculture’s domestic production is
demanded by other sectors to meet
their export demand. 

Note that in Figures 3 through 6
total dollars added up across all 10
sectors reach the same sum for both
gross and base contributions. For
Figure 3, total sales were $108 billion
in 2006; for Figure 4, value added
totaled $50 billion, and so on.
Differences occur in the ways
contributions are distributed. 

    OUTPUT CONTRIBUTIONS
GROSS OUTPUT—NATIONAL RANKING;
SUPERSTAR PRODUCTS

Idaho ranked 20th in the nation in the
total output of agricultural products
sold in 2002 (USDA 2004). Idaho has
some “superstar” crops, ranking first
nationally in potato production, second
in barley, and third in sugarbeets.
Idaho’s huge dairy industry ranks
fourth behind California, Wisconsin,
and New York. 

The diversity of Idaho agriculture is
remarkable. Lacking the temperate
climate of California, Texas, or Florida,
Idaho’s agricultural portfolio is far more
diverse than the Midwest Corn Belt
states. What gives Idaho agriculture its
impact is not its sheer size, but rather
the magnitude of the forward linkages
(people and businesses Idaho ag
producers sell to). Idaho’s principal
agricultural products—potatoes, beef,
and milk—create additional economic
benefits  in the forward-linked
processing industries, which add value.
In contrast, many of the Midwest states
export their major farm products (corn,
wheat, and beans) without processing.

Idaho’s 2006 cash receipts from
farm output were more than $4.5
billion, a new all time record. When
the gross sales of processing are
added to production, the total sales or
output of agribusiness in Idaho in
2006 exceeded $7.4 billion. 

Crop revenues were estimated at
$2.09 billion, 12% above the 10-year
average. For the sixth year in a row,
livestock revenues exceeded crop
revenues. Prior to 2000, crop revenues
surpassed livestock revenues every
year since 1979. 

For 2006, livestock revenues

were estimated at $2.4 billion,
(Figure 1), 21% higher than the 10-year
average. Cash receipts from cattle and
calves were 4% lower than in 2005,
topping the $1 billion mark for the
fourth consecutive year. Cash receipts
from milk were $1.28 billion, down 9%
from 2005’s record $1.42 billion. 

Idaho agriculture’s shift from

crops to livestock

The shift in the Idaho agricultural
economy from crops to livestock has
been remarkably swift and dramatic.
Over the past decade, Idaho’s potatoes
have struggled to maintain
approximately 15% of cash receipts.
Conversely, milk, at 19% of total
agriculture cash receipts in 1997, is
now at 29%. 

The center of Idaho agriculture has
shifted geographically to the dairies of
the Magic Valley, and the businesses
that are backward and forward linked
to dairy (meaning businesses dairies
sell to and buy from) have shifted in
response. The decline in the sheep,
fruit, seed, and mint crops has
narrowed Idaho’s agricultural
diversity, and the overall financial
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Figure 1: 1997 to 2007 SALES TREND—Farm cash receipts for production (not including
processed product sales) in Idaho between 1997 and 2007 increased all years except in
2003. Note that livestock receipts have outstripped crop receipts every year since 2002.
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health of Idaho agriculture has
become increasingly dependent on
milk and beef.

In 2006 Idaho’s GSP (in current
dollars) rose to a new record of more
than $48 billion. See Figures 2 and 4.
Over the last ten years (1997 to 2006)
GSP has grown at an average annual
rate of 4.6% per year.

Over the same ten years
agribusiness has grown from 5.4% to
6.9% of total GSP. High tech
manufacturing has grown at an
average annual rate of 36%. In 1996
high tech contributed 1.7% of the
state’s GSP; by 2005 high tech had
risen to 18% of Idaho’s GSP. 

BASE OUTPUT—AGRICULTURAL
EXPORTS BRING IN NEW DOLLARS

The gross output numbers for
agriculture—Figure 3—mask its ability
to induce economic activity in other
sectors needed in the production of
agricultural exports. Agriculture brings
new revenues into the state through
the export of agricultural products.
These export sales are the economic
base of Idaho’s economy, injecting new
dollars into the economy to create jobs
and income throughout other sectors. 

Total exports in Idaho were $51.2
billion in 2006. The $10.4 billion (20%) in
capital investment was the single largest
export from Idaho, followed by
agriculture’s $8.9 billion (17%). The other

major exporting sector was tech
manufacturing at $7.3 billion (14%). The
retail and wholesale trade sectors of
Idaho’s economy accounted for more
than 10% of the gross output in the
economy, but less than 2% of the exports.
(NOTE: Totals just mentioned differ
slightly from totals in Figures 2 and 4
because data came from two different
official sources.)

Thus, the contribution of retail and
wholesale trade businesses are indirect

in that their output supports the
primarily exporting sectors. The other
manufacturing sector is relatively small
with 3% of the exports.  Manufacturing
is traditionally an important export
sector in many regional economies.
While technology manufacturing,
agricultural products manufacturing,
and wood products manufacturing
are all significant components of the
export economy in Idaho, other manu-
facturing in Idaho also primarily
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Figure 2: AGRICULTURE/TECH MANUFACTURING AND GROSS STATE PRODUCT—Top blue
line tracks Idaho’s total gross state product from 1997 to 2006 with the corresponding axis on
the right. Left axis compares gross contribution of two similar-sized Idaho sectors to Idaho’s GSP
during those same 10 years. Middle red line represents Idaho agriculture. Bottom green line tracks
technology manufacturing. Agriculture has been much less volatile over this time period. Source:
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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contributes indirectly by
supporting the export
output of other sectors. 

The base output of agriculture
is 20% of Idaho’s total output. The
base contribution of Idaho agriculture
is $21 billion, which equals the sum of
agricultural output for exports ($8.9
billion) and the indirect output from
other sectors ($12.2 billion) needed by
the agricultural sector to produce
these exports. 

VALUE ADDED CONTRIBUTION
AND GROSS STATE PRODUCT (GSP)

The value added within a sector equals
the sum of the returns to labor, capital,
and payment of business taxes. The
sum of value added across all sectors
equals the gross state product (GSP).
Returns to labor and capital include
wages and salaries, proprietors’
income, as well as dividends, interest,
and rents. In 2006, Idaho agriculture’s
gross value added was $2.9 billion
(6%) of Idaho’s value added. See
Figure 4. Within the agribusiness
complex, 61% of agriculture’s value
added can be attributed to production
agriculture and 39% to the processing
sectors.

Idaho agriculture’s base value
added was $8.4 billion (17%) in 2006.
Because agricultural processing sells
a larger proportion of its output to
exports, the economic base effect of
processing is relatively larger than
that of production agriculture, with
46% of agriculture’s contribution to
the GSP coming from production
agriculture and 54% from processing.

Indirectly, many of Idaho’s other
sectors owe a portion of their value
added to agriculture. Services, retail
and wholesale trade, and government
services ranked as the top three sectors
whose value added, in part, was 
brought about by agricultural exports. 

The service sector alone
contributes 34% of agriculture’s base
value added, which is greater than the
agriculture sector’s 32% that includes
indirect (5%) and export contributions
(27%). Across all the industries, the
indirect value added created by
agricultural processing exceeds that
of agricultural production. This again 

illustrates the magnitude of the
backward linkages of agricultural
processing. Impacts are driven by the
exporting industry; cheese exports
thus induce value added in the
backward-linked dairies. 

WAGES PAID
CONTRIBUTION

Idaho agriculture paid gross
wages and salaries of $1.2 billion
(4%) in 2006 (Figure 5). This compares
to the service sector that paid gross
wages of $11.3 billion or 40% of the
state’s economy. However, the service
sector is primarily an indirect sector
of the economy whose jobs and wages
support base sectors like agriculture
to meet its export demand. The base
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“Within the agribusiness complex, 61% of
agriculture’s value added can be attributed
to production agriculture and 39% to the
    processing sectors.”
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Figure 3: TOTAL SALES—Gross and base output measures for 10 Idaho sectors in 2006 show
agriculture leading in base output with $21 billion; the service sector leads in gross output with
$37.7 billion. Source: IMPLAN

Figure 4: VALUE ADDED (Gross State Product)—Gross and base measures of value added
(equivalent to GSP) in 2006 show agriculture leading all 10 sectors in base value added with
$8.4 billion; Service sector leads in gross value added with $20 billion. Source: IMPLAN
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sectors bring about jobs and wages in
the indirect sectors. The service
sector is responsible for 38% of the
base wages paid in the agricultural

sector, which is greater than the
26% paid by the agriculture

sector itself to meet export
demand (22%) and its own

needs (4%). When
looking at wages that

can be directly or
indirectly attributed
to the economic
base output of
agriculture, the
total increases to
more than $4.2
billion—or 15%
of total Idaho
wages —were
paid in 2006. See
Figure 5. 

EMPLOYMENT
CONTRIBUTION

Employment as used
in this study includes

both full-  and
part-time jobs. The gross

employment of Idaho
agriculture is about 56,000

full- and part-time workers or
6% of the state’s employment

(Figure 6). Idaho’s largest gross
employment is in the service sector
with 440,000 jobs (49%). The service
sector has a larger share of Idaho’s
employment (49%) than either value
added (40%) or wages paid (40%)
because of its relatively low wages
and labor intensiveness. 

As big as Idaho’s gross service
sector is, it stimulates only about half
the indirect jobs (83,000) from other
sectors as agriculture does (116,000).
Most service sector jobs are indirect
jobs and are induced by the exports
from the primarily exporting sectors. 

Jobs are directly created in the
exporting industry or indirectly in
backward linked businesses. For
every million dollars of agricultural
exports, 18 jobs are created in
agriculture and other sectors. In
effect, we assume that jobs-per-dollar
of exports is constant, but not
necessarily equal across all industries. 

Idaho agriculture’s base
employment is about 157,000 jobs or
more than 17% of total employment.

Of the 157,000 jobs contributed by
agriculture in Idaho, more than 70%
are indirect, created by the
contribution of agricultural exports
rippling throughout Idaho’s economy.
Of the base employment, 41% were
called forth in the service sector and
31% in the agricultural sector itself
from exports (26%) and to help create
the exports (5%). 

APPENDIX I
Methods and IMPLAN  

Gross and base measures of a sector
are an accounting task. Gross
contributions entail counting the

number of people employed, the total
sales, or the total value added created
by each sector domestically and
abroad. To maintain consistent sector
definitions, we report the gross
measures from the 2006 IMPLAN
database (see Definitions), but we
could have used the state’s gross state
product and employment data. 

Base contribution measures
depend on the interrelationships
between exports from one sector
and the other supporting or indirect
sectors in an economy needed to
produce exports. Some sectors exist
primarily to support other sectors so
are called indirect sectors. 

“The gross
employment of
Idaho agriculture
is about 56,000
full- and part-time
workers or 6%
of the state’s
employment.”
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Figure 6: EMPLOYMENT/JOBS—Gross and base measures of employment by sector in Idaho
in 2006 show agriculture leading for base jobs (156,559), while service provided 440,409 Total
Industry Output jobs. Figures include part-time and full-time jobs. Source: IMPLAN
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Figure 5: WAGES/SALARIES—For Idaho wages and salaries paid by sector in 2006, agricul-
ture edges out all other sectors for base wages at $4.2 billion; service at $11.3 billion leads
for gross wages. Source: IMPLAN
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Other sectors are primarily
exporting sectors whose output, in
part, forms the export base of the
state’s economy. It is assumed that
final demand, of which exports is the
major component, drives an economy.
Exports help by bringing new money
into an economy. Other components
of final demand besides exports
include household consumption,
investment, and government spending. 

For example, assume an elemental
economy comprised of two industries
of equal size in terms of gross
measures. Each industry is half the
economy whether measured by gross
employment, output, or value added.
The first industry only produces
output for export in this simple
economy. The second industry only
produces output to support the
production of exports from the first
industry. 

This example of a simple economy
illustrates that the gross contribution
of each industry is 50% of the economy.

Gross contribution is the sum of
exports and domestic output. Each
only produces one or the other, and
output is of equal magnitude. 

However, the base contribution
of the first industry is 100% and the
base contribution of the second

industry is 0%. 

Base contribution measures the
export and indirect contribution of an
industry or sector. Industry one has all
the exports and calls forth all the
output of industry two. Without the
presence of the first industry, there
would be no demand for the output
of the second industry. Base
contribution, whether measured as
output, value added, wages paid, or
employment, is attributed entirely to
the first industry. 

To assess the contribution of

agriculture, we analyze agriculture’s
base contribution both in terms of
exports and indirect contributions of
other sectors needed to produce
agricultural exports. Besides   agri-
culture’s exports, the agricultural sector
also contributes in a service or indirect
role by providing goods and service to
other businesses within Idaho.

Gross contribution of agriculture

is the sum of export and domestic
production. 

Base contribution of agriculture is
the sum of export production in
agriculture and indirect production in
other sectors needed to produce
agricultural exports. The gross and
base contribution of agriculture will

differ if agriculture’s domestic
production needed by other sectors is
more or less than the indirect
production from other sectors needed
by agriculture to meet its export
demand.   

Base export multiplier reveals how
the exports from a single industry
create demand for all the other
industries in a regional economy. A
Social Accounting Matrix (SAM)
model was constructed to measure
the base export multiplier effect. The
Idaho SAM model accounts for output
and purchases among Idaho
industries in 2006. The data source
was the 2006 IMPLAN database.

A SAM model of the Idaho
economy includes an agricultural
sector that buys goods and services
from other Idaho businesses, the rest
of the U.S., and abroad. It includes
other sectors that buy and sell goods
and services from each other and the
agricultural sector. Numerous rounds
of inter-industry transactions occur. 

Agricultural transactions create a
multiplier effect; agricultural exports
generate or induce changes in the
outputs of many other industries in
Idaho’s economy. Therefore, total
economic activity or output increases
by a multiple of the export demand. 
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APPENDIX II
Terms & Definitions

Agriculture: The production and processing of crops and
livestock.

Base contribution (output) of agriculture: It measures the
economic activity across all sectors that agriculture involves as it
creates agricultural products for export. The base output of
agriculture or any other sector is the sum of its exports and the
associated indirect stimulation of the output of other sectors in
the process.

Direct effect: Economic activity that is generated by the exports
of any of Idaho’s 10 industrial sectors. 

Economic base theory: It maintains that exports of one sector
of an economy bring about additional economic activity in other
sectors. The export revenue from one sector is responsible for
stimulating a certain portion of the output and jobs in other
sectors as well. Analysis of these relationships is accomplished
through an economic based SAM model.

Exports: Sales of goods and services outside of Idaho—both
domestic and international sales. 

Gross contribution (output) of agriculture: Jobs, output, wages,
and value added generated as Idaho agriculture meets both
domestic and foreign demands. The gross output contribution of
agriculture, or of any other sector, is the sum of exports and the
domestic output needed by other sectors in their export
production. 

Gross state product (GSP): GSP is the sum of value added across
all sectors of the economy. Also see value added definition.

IMPLAN database: IMPLAN (IMpact analysis for PLANning) can be
used to measure the effect on a regional or local economy of       a
given change or event in the economy's activity. It also allows users
to build economic models estimating effects of a proposed change
in a specific economic region. The IMPLAN database    contains
county, state, zip code, and federal economic statistics, which are
specialized by region, not estimated from national  averages. Using
classic input-output analysis in combination       with regional
specific Social Accounting Matrices and Multiplier Models, IMPLAN
provides a highly accurate and adaptable model for its users.

Indirect effects: These are generated by industries purchasing
inputs from other local businesses that support the sales of
exports. For example, the indirect effect from Idaho agriculture
generates dollars that ripple throughout the state’s economy to
create additional jobs, sales, and value added in other Idaho
businesses

Induced effects: These are generated by industries paying wages
to employees who are involved in export activities. The wages are
then used to purchase goods and services from other local
businesses.

Input: An item that is used by a sector to produce its output. An
output from one sector may be used as an input in another. For
example, corn is an output from crop production but is an input
(as animal feed) into livestock.

Jobs: Full- and part-time employment as specified by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.

Manufacturing—Technology manufacturing: One of Idaho’s
10 standard industrial sectors involving the manufacture of
electronic products—i.e. DRAM, communication equipment, etc. 

Manufacturing—Other manufacturing: One of Idaho’s 10
standard industrial sectors involving a large catchall category that
includes every business that makes goods other than processed
agricultural and forest goods or high tech products. 

Multiplier effect: The multiplier effect refers to the idea that an
initial spending rise can lead to an even greater increase in
regional or national income. 

For example: a company spends $1 million to build a factory. The
money does not disappear, but rather becomes wages to builders,
revenue to suppliers, etc. The builders will have higher disposable
income as a result, so consumption—aggregate demand—will rise
as well. If all of these workers combined spend a total $2 million
dollars, the multiplier is 2 because there was an initial $1 million
input, which created a $2 million output.

Output or sales: The gross sales of businesses. When a business
sells a product to itself (a farmer feeding home grown hay to her
own cattle), this is recorded as output or sales even though the
product was not traded in a market. The output or sales of the
retail and wholesale trade sectors are margined, meaning that
only the markup or margin is recorded as sales of the retail and
wholesale sector.

SAM model: A Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) model is a
numerical scheme of the circular flow that can be used to
determine changes in the impact of economic agents. The Idaho
SAM model accounts for output and purchases among 10 Idaho
industry sectors in 2006. Data source was Idaho’s 2006 IMPLAN
database. A SAM model of the Idaho economy includes an
agricultural sector that buys goods and services from other Idaho
businesses, the rest of the U.S., and abroad. And it includes other
sectors that buy and sell goods and services from each other and
the agricultural sector. 

Value added (VA): The total of: (1) wages and salaries; (2)
proprietor’s income; (3) indirect business taxes; and (4) dividends,
interest, and rents. The sum of VA across all sectors of the
economy equals the gross state product (GSP). 

Wages: Wages and salaries paid are the paychecks of full- and
part-time workers in Idaho businesses.
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